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The original edition of this Almanac was issued from the 
office of the OWEN Sound TIMES, the publisher of which 
offered a REWARD or ONE HUNDRED Dollars for proof that will 
upset the substantial correctness of any statement contained 
in it. Copies may be obtained from T. & R. WHITE, Mont
real. Price $10.00 per thousand, or $1.50 per hundred—Cash 
to accompany order.

will take! ,

approve the coalition with Cauchon, the Neebing swindle, or 
the numerous other transactions in which Mackenzie has 
shown his utter disregard of the principles he once professed ? 
Will you, by approving them, show to the world that you 
are ready to abandon your principles at the beck of a leader, 
that your desire for Reform has been a mockery, and your 
professions of purity a sham—or will you teach him the 
lesson that though leaders may abandon their principles and 
disregard their professions, there is a sterling integrity in 
the hearts of the people which resents such shameless de
sertion, and will assuredly condemn the perpetrators of it? 
Let your honefct convictions speak out, and sat/ which course you

The foregoing Facts and Figures (which are but a few of 
what might be given,) are not mere random assertions against 
the Government, but have every one been carefutty sought out 
Jrom the official documents. THINK OVER THEM—com
pare them with the Journals of the House, with the Sessional 
Papers and other official lecords, satisfy yourselves that every 
statement herein contained is true, and then ask yourselves the 
question— Was it for this we placed Mackenzie in potcer? You 
who honestly believed that Mackenzie was going to introduce 
a better era, bow has he fulfilled your expectations? Have 
not broken pledges, abandoned principles, reckless squan
dering and unparalleled blundering marked every year of the 
four or five he has been in office? You are about to be called 
upon to give your verdict—think seriously over it! Can you *
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